
ET IN UTOPIA - DIDO’S GLOW 

concept & synopsis 

for a one act music theatre piece with four scenes, 

an intro, three interludes and a final 

 

 

Aeneas and his fleet were now far out to sea. (...) As he sailed he looked back to walled Carthage, now aglow with 

Dido’s flames. (...) the Trojans knew (...) and the knowledge started a train of thought somber with presentiment.  

(Aeneid V, 1-7; translated by W.F. Jackson Knight) 

 

Palinurus recognized that this storm could not be ridden out because he knew it followed on Aeneas' betrayal of Dido. 

He also read the true meaning of the fire which they had seen and from that moment realized that Aeneas was guilty of 

hubris and impiety; he was 'not the Messiah'. (Cyril Connolly, The Unquiet Grave, 1944; p.130) 

 

 

Personages 

 

Kassandra , Trojan princess, prophetess by Apollo  

Deiphobe, daughter of Glaukos and Skylla, prophetess, priestress and lover of Hekatos (Apollo), Cumae 

Hekalene, daughter of Hekatos en Selene, prophetess and priestress of Artemis in Velia 

Helena Neaira, daughter of Helena of Sparta and Troy, adopted Muse on Mount Helikon 

 

Figuration 

Nemesis, goddess of Due Enactment and Divine Retribution 

Aidos, goddess of Shame and Decensy 

 

Voice from afar 
 

Dido (shade), during life queen of Carthage 

 

 

Place and time of action 

 

Scene 1. Cave near Troy, on the beach where the ships of the Greeks are prepared to leave the defeated and 

burned down city of Troy and where Kassandra is hold captive as war booty. 
 

Scene 2. Cave of the Sibyl next to the temple of Apollo at Cumae (It.); the Sibyl, named  Deiphobe, has just 

returned from Lake Avernus after bringing there Aineias for his dreamed journey through the dephts of the 

underworld, not far from the cape where the Trojans have buried their trumpeter Misenos.  
 

Scene 3. Cave near Velia (It.) where Palinouros just has been buried at the foot of the cape named after him by 

Hekalene during the ritual of the cremation of his dead body.  
 

Scene 4. Tableau 1. On the way from Cumae, where Helena Neaira has visited the Sibyl Deiphobe, via Velia, 

where she has visited Palinouros grave, to the cave of the seamonster Skylla. Tableau 2. Skylla (It.) where 

Palinourus has been killed by the seamonster. After the killing Skylla has been turned into a rock by Skylla’s 



mother Hekate and by the latter’s sister Nemesis. Consequently Skylla’s womb like that of a wolf has been 

turned into a sea-cave. 

 

The areas of the intro, interludes and final are no geographical locations as such, but a void, nebulous and 

almost infinite space. From behind - from an area still more far away, where shades of the prematurely 

deceased are wandering - sounds Dido’s timeless voice. 

 

 

Music 

 

For the time being the synopsis is based on already-existing music. The music of the four scenes is based on a 

compilation by Christina Plujar of compositions by Luigi Rossi (1597-1653) and contemporaries, performed by 

Plujar and her ensemble L’Arpeggiata and the soprano Véronique Gens. The music for the intro, interludes and 

final consists of a short fragment of a cantata and very short recitatives from different operas by Georg 

Friedrich Haendel (1685-1759), performed by Janet Baker. 

I prefer an alternation between fragments of Haendel (during the intro, interludes and final) and new, especially 

for this work composed music. 

The indications regarding the music here are only intended to give an idea of what I have in mind if there is no 

possibility for newly composed music for Et in Utopia. 

 

 

Stage setting and props 

 

Setting. Three frontal, vertically oblong (projection) screens (walls or curtains) from up to the floor of the stage. 

One of them to the left and one to the right halfway to the end of the stage, the third one in the middle in front 

of the back wall of the stage.  
 

 

Lighting and ambience. The entrance of the underworld of the intro, but also the ambience of the interludes and 

scenes have a certain sinister and misty atmosphere, like Virgil has described the way to the underworld: 
 

Dimly through the shadows and dark solitudes (...) through the void (and) bodiless regions (...) just as, through 

fitful moonbeams, under the moon’s thin light, a path lies in a forest, when Jove has palled the sky. 

(Aeneid 6 v.268-72) 
 

Nebula of the underworld (intro and interludes), the penetrating air of fire and pall of smoke on the beach of 

Troy (scene 1), poisonous and intoxicating fumes of Lake Averno (‘aornos’: where all birds flying over the lake 

were destined to fall down dead) (scene 2), smoke of the smoldering pyre for the cremation of Palinouros’ dead 

body (scene 3), vaporous rivulet Helena Neaira is following during her quest (scene 4), and fumes of the final 

video. 
 

 

Props. Three earthenware objects: larnax, ovoid omphalos, triton shell; golden bough with leaves. 

  



Intro  

 

Recitative Haendel. 

O Numi eterni - O stelle, stelle! Que fulminate, empii tiranni (O eternal Gods; o stars, stars, who strike down 

wicked tyrans). 
 

Video projection in the empty, nebulous space behind the two screens halfway to the end of the stage. The 

video depicts an eagle in flight pursuing a swan. On the floor in the dark of the background space with the 

video projection is the ovoid earthenware omphalos. At the end of the intro this object becomes somewhat 

illuminated. 
 

The images of the chase refer to the mythological story of the rape of Nemesis by Zeus, who had changed himself  

into a swan and who was aided by Aphrodite, who had turned herself into an eagle. As a result of the rape Nemesis 

lays an egg on the slope of Mount Helikon. This is the egg from which Helena of Troy (and after her abduction - 

cause of the Trojan war - also of Sparta) will be born. 
 

Vengeful voice of Dido’s shade from the distance with Haendel’s recitative as mentioned above. Ending with 

the dimmed illumination of the earthenware egg that has the same shape (but without pedestal) as the outside 

omphalos at Delphi, next to the Apollo Temple and its opening through which the predictions of the oracle of 

Delphic could be heard. 

 

Earthenware ovoid omphalos at the end of the stage. 

 

 

 

First scene 

 

Music Rossi 

 

Kassandra - the daughter of the Trojan king Priamus had become a prophetess by Apollo. As such she can be 

associated with the original sibyl named Sibylla, an oracle who lived near Troy, and the Cumaean Sibyl as the 

most famous sibyl. She had been raped on the night of the fall of Troy and carried out of the city by the Greeks 

as war booty. In the Greek army camp the commander Agamemnon had fallen in love with Kassandra and 

claimed her as his future concubine. 

Kassandra is waiting for the moment she will be brought to the ship of Agamemnon. In a vision she sees how 

Aineias has fled the city with a group of Trojans and that they have gathered at a hill outside the burning city. 

She hears Aineias’ report about his encounter with the shade of his wife Kreousa, who died that night at Troy, 

and of his brother in arms Hektor who died in battle earlier. They told him the reason why everybody who is 

standing here had to leave Troy and the purpose of their self-chosen exile: Hesperia (Italy), where for all of them 

new prosperity and kingdom were waiting. Kassandra sees also that Aineias himself has taken along as booty a 

young woman: Helena Neaira, the daughter of Helena, the originally queen of Sparta, for who the Trojan war 

has been fought. 

 

Kassandra, talking to herself loudly, sneers at Aineias. She partially repeats and comments upon his words and 

what he does in her vision with a lot of self-torment, also because of her virginal feelings of love for him. 

She foresees and foretells his betrayal along the way of a queen with whom he will commit himself like he had 

married her. Which means that this queen commits suicide and that her last words will be a curse on his mission. 



She also foretells the loss of support of an Old Protectress and of a large number of his companions and of almost 

all the women of the group. And that Poseidon’s promise to Aphrodite, Aineias’ mother: 
 

 So fear no more (...). He shall get safe to the harbour of Cumae: you have your wish.  

 Only one shall you miss, one shall be lost at sea, one life must be surrendered for many lives. 

        (Aeneid 5 v. 812-15) 
 

finally can do little against this curse. 

 

Larnax on the stage’s floor just in front of the right-hand wall. This object becomes illuminated when 

Kassandra is speaking about Poseidon’s promise to Aphrodite. 

 

 

 

Interlude (1) 

 

Haendel, recitative: Let me be mad! (Fatemi uscir di senno!) 
 

Nemesis en Aidos have moved to Cumae, where Aineias first has to visit Deiphobe, the Sibiyl of Cumae. The 

prophetess and priestess just brought Aineias - who lost mysteriously the night before the arrival in Italy his 

helmsman Palinouros and that morning, after the arrival, his trumpeter Misenos - to the cave at the border of 

Lake Averno, the entrance into the underworld. She has in her hands the golden bough, Aeneias’ tribute to 

Persephone, the queen of the Underworld, and Misenos’ triton-shell. The Sibyl did not let Aineias keep the bough 

- needed for a living soul to go into the underworld and to return from it alive - because his journey through the 

underworld as an introduction to the continuation of his mission only happens to him in a dream. Deiphobe used 

the bough to sprinkle him with water from the lake and to put him to sleep, like Dido did to sooth her deathbed. 

The Sibyl puts the shell she took from Misenos’ pyre at the beach next to the larnax on the floor, makes the leaves 

quiver and shake off to the ground, and throws the almost bare branch rather carelessly on one heap with the 

larnax and triton-shell.  
 

Desparate voice of Dido’s shade from afar with the Fatemi uscir recitative by Haendel. 

 

 

 

Second scene 

 

Music Rossi 

 

Deiphobe hallucinates along Aeneas’ dreams, while she is writing her spells on the fallen leaves on the ground. 

She also makes sneering remarks and contemptuous comments on the visions out of Aineias’ dream. 

And when Aineias dreams his encounters with shades like Dido and Palinouros (the latter actually still adrift at 

sea and alive) she is dolorously sympathizing with them.  

Her comment is very pessimistic in regard to Aineias’ mission. The empire founded by him will soon become 

the model of all usurpation that history would know and ultimately be ruled by power-mad and even mentally 

ill persons. 

When she is getting tired of it she retreats in her cave. The leaves of the golden bough on the ground, also the 

leaves with her spells, get blown upward by her steps and come to lie in a different order. She predicts loudly 

what’s waiting for him at the end of his dream and the underworld: 
 



You gods who rule the kingdom of souls! You soundless shades! Chaos and Phlegethon - o mute wide leages of 

Nightland! Grant me to tell what I have heard! 

There are two gates of Sleep: the one is made of horn, they say, and efforts the outlet for genuine apparitions: 

the other’s a gate of brightly-shining ivory; this way the shades send up to earth false dreams that impose upon 

us and being the gate to find our way back to the Sun and to the stars. 

 (after Aeneid 6 v.264-67, v.893-96 and three final verses of Dante’s Commedia) 

 

Larnax and tritonshell (for the remains of Misenos) on the stage’s floor just in front of the right-hand wall. 

 

 

 

Interlude (2) 

 

Haendel, recitative: Frondi tenere e belle, per voi risplenda il fato (Tender and beautiful leaves, let fate shine 

for you). 
 

Nemesis and Aidos, keeping themselves untill now in the background, make their way to the larnax, de triton-

shell and the golden bough. They leave the stage to be on their way again and take the triton-shell, the golden 

bough and a handful of the golden leaves with spells of the Sibyl with them. 
 

Somewhat resigned voice of Dido’s shade from afar with the Frondi tenere recitative by Haendel. 

 

 

 

Third scene.  

 

Music Rossi 

 

Hekalene - daughter of Hekatos and Selene and priestess of Apollo’s sister Artemis in Velia where also Hera’s 

garden of earthly delights is situated - appears next to the cave where Palinouros has been buried under her 

direction. After the petrifaction of Skylla by Nemesis and her sister Hekate his dead and mutilated body had 

been given back to the sea and brought by dolphins to the shore of Velia, where it only just had been cremated 

under the eye of neighbouring people, who were lured here by portents of heaven. 

Hekalene performs a mourning ceremony in which she honors Palinouros with a song of praise, announcing 

that his cruel death as a propitiatory sacrifice not only shall confer blessing to the mission of his leader but also 

to all mankind, now and in the future. For a world that according to her a future poet will associate with 

Arcadia; and who will end his song as follows: 
 

Ours is the crowning era foretold in Cumaean prophecy: born of Kronos, a great new cycle of centuries begins. 

Justice returns to earth, the Golden Age returns, and its first-born comes down from heaven above. Look kindly upon 

this infant’s birth, for with him shall hearts of iron cease, and hearts of gold inherit the whole earth - yes, your Apollo 

reigns now. Even Pan, great Pan, with Arcadian judges, would be conquered. 

Begin, dear babe, and smile at your mother to show you know her - this is the tenth month now, and she is sick of 

waiting. Begin, dear babe. The boy who does not smile at his mother will never deserve to sup with a god or sleep 

with a goddess.  

(Ecloga 4  v.4-10 and v.58-63) 

 

Larnax (with the remains of Palinouros) on the stage’s floor just in front of the right-hand wall. 



Interlude (3) 

 

Haendel (the beginning of the vocal part, not the orchesral intro): Pompe vane di morte! (Vain funeral pomp!) 
 

Hekalene leaves Palinouros’ funeral cave and the larnax with his burned remains.  
 

A somewhat scornful voice of Dido’s shade from afar with the Pompe vane di morte! recitative by Haendel. 

 

 

 

Fourth scene 

 

Music Rossi  

 

Tableau 1. Helena Neaira, daughter of Helena of Sparta and Troy - who was, in turn, the daughter of Nemesis 

due to being raped by Zeus (and who is now on the way to Sparta together with her former spouse) - has been 

looking to the entrance of the underworld in the hope that she could visit Palinouros’ shade in the netherworld 

and that she should be allowed to take him back to the world of the living. However the Sibyl of Cumae had 

made clear to her that this was not possible for a mortal, although she has been adopted by the Muses by order 

of her grandmother Nemesis. She is now in search of the cave where Palinouros was killed. She had seen the 

killing in a vision in Eryx on Sicily, where she had been left by Aineias as the future priestess of his mother, 

Aphrodite, just when Zeus was going to inaugurate her in the style of her future priesthood. 

 

Helena Neaira follows a brook in a scorched and ominous wood, tormented by bad memories. She laments 

over what happened earlier with her. How she was cruelly separated from her mother by Aineias during the 

night of the fall of Troy when she had been dragged along on Aineias order as war booty by Misenos and had 

been forced to go through the odyssey up to Eryx in degrading conditions. She laments Palinouros, the only one 

who had protected her for threats and insults and who had promised her to return to Eryx as soon as he finishes 

his task: to bring Aineias safely to Cumae. She relives her vision about his death, how Skylla was luring him 

and her wolf womb swallowed him up and how she had been rescued by Nemesis from being raped by Zeus 

and she ascended to Mount Helikon, adopted by the Muses. She also relives how she left the Helikon to look 

for the remains of Palinouros (like Isis did with the remains of Osiris) and for his shade in the underworld (like 

an invert Eurydice). And also her despair when the Sibyl Deiphobe in Cumae told her that it was not permitted 

to her to visit the shade of her beloved. 

 

Tableau 2. Helena Neaira enters Skylla’s seacave - now, as we already said, a wolf womb turned to stone, the 

cave in which Palinouros was killed. There is a rock plateau in the cave that rises above the seawater. On it 

there is an egg turned to stone similar to the egg layed by Nemesis after being raped by Zeus, and from which 

Helena Neaira’s mother was born. Helena Neaira laments the egg, a fruit of Palinourus’ lecherous and violent 

overpowering by Skylla, who had swallowed him up by her brutal womb when he came too close to her 

because of the monster’s enchanting glance and singing and his own overconfidence and recklessness. 

She sings about the hope that his death will not be in vain and that his sacrifice will serve a new and better age: 
 

Music! Music! Pure form, states of happiness! Nature, myth and morality, and faces molded by time! 

Shimmerings and sites that want to tell us something, or have said something that we should not have missed, 

or are on the verge of telling us something! The approaching revelation, which is not accomplished yet: the 

belle reality of graceful things and conscience!  

(after J.L. Borges, 1952, and W.F. Jackson Knight, 1936) 



 

She calms down and continues her song in the way of Rossi’s Lasciate Averno, in which she expresses her 

passionate appeal to die, the only way for her to join Palinouros in the underworld.  

Meanwhile Nemesis and Aidos have entered the cave, the triton-shell, the golden barren bough and loose leaves 

taken from Cumae with them. They lay down the shell and the leaves next to the petrified egg. 

When Helena Neaira finishes her song Nemesis hands over to her the leafless golden bough. 

 

 

 

Finale 

 

Haendel’s intro to the recitative Pompe vane di morte (only the instrumental part) 
 

Short, rebellious text - shown by video projection - directed to the creator. The words are based on fragments  

of Les Chants de Maldoror by Comte de Leautréamont. 

Meanwhile Nemesis and Aidos‘are veiling their fair faces with white robes’ (words of Hesiodos), after which 

both veiled goddesses carry Helena Neaira away. Back to her adoptive sisters on Mount Helikon, or perchance 

to her beloved one in the Shades.  

 

 

 

 

Nol de Koning, 17 February 2022 


